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We prove that the prc,blem of deciding whether ;wo graphs are switching equivalent is 
polynomial time equivalent o deciding isomorphism of graphs. The implications of this to the 
analysis of two-graphs are discussed. 
At the interface of cc$mbinatorics, geometry, and group theory, many resear- 
chers have examined ?wo-graphs [S, 9. lo]. The motivation for examining 
two-graphs is manifold; one reason is that many equivalent characterizations of 
two-graphs have been found, spanning the wide range of combinatorics and 
algebraic geometry. 
In this study, we use a purely graph-theoretic definition. Two labeled graphs A 
and B are switching equivafent if A can be obtained from B by applying the 
following operation finitely many times: select a vertex u of B, and replace all 
edges incident with t) by nonedges, similarly nonedges by edges (switching with 
respect to c). TWO unlabeled graphs are switching equivalent if there are labeled 
graphs corresponding to them which are switching equivalent. A two-grap/r can 
be viewed as a switching class of graphs, a set of graphs for which, if G is in the 
set, all graphs switching equivalent o G are also in the set. 
The ir.destigation of properties of two-graphs of small order would be greatly 
simplified if catalogues of these graphs could be easily constructed. We therefore 
set out to find efficient techniques for the analysis of two-graphs, in particular to 
decide isomorphism. We consider here the equivalent problem of deciding 
whether two graphs are in the same switching class. 
A trivial polynomial time algorithm to solve the restricted problem when the 
graphs are labeled is implicit in Lemma 3.9 of 193. We study the unlabeled ca:e 
and conclude that the problem is polynomial time equivalent to the graph 
isomorghism problem. There is some evidence that no efficient procedure exists to 
solve ttre graph isomorphism problem [4]; our result therefore supplies equally 
strong evidence that no efficient method to decide switching equivalence of graphs 
(and hence isomorphism of two-graphs) exists. 
In addition to the statement this makes about the complexity of analysis 
problems for two-graphs, the result is of interest for a second reason. In [I], many 
problems which are polynomial time equivalent to graph isomorphism are de- 
scribed, but most are obviously isomorphism problems. Deciding switching 
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equivalence of graphs is not transparently an isomorphism problem; hence it 
provides an interesting addition to the small known set of such problems. 
2. Switching quivaleuce of graphs 
Deciding switching equivalence of unlabeled graphs is polynomial time equival- 
ent to graph isomorphism. To prove this, we first show that it is no harder: 
Lemma 3.1. Deciding switching equivalence of graphs is polynomial time reducible 
to graph isomorph km. 
Proof. Given a graph G with vertex set V = {v,, . . . u,} and edge set E, we 
construct a graph SW(G). SW(G) has vertex set {w,, . . . w,,}U{z,, . . . z,,) and the 
following coloured edges: 
(1) For 1~ i s n, (wi, Zi) is an edge of colour “0”. 
(2) For 1 s i, j s n, i # j: if (ai, ~j) E E, ( Wi, Wj) and (Zi, Zj) are edges of colour 
“ 1”; otherwise, ( Wi, Zj) and (Zi, Wj) are edges of colour “1”. 
The size of SW(G) is polynomial in the size of G. Further, for two arbitrary 
graphs G and H, SW(G) and SW(H) are isomorphic if and only if G and H are 
switching equivalent since switching in G with respect to t)i is the same as 
interchanging wi and Zi in SW(G). TO complete the proof, it is well known that 
isomorphism of graphs with coloured edges is equivalent o graph isomorphism 
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It is of interest to note that the construction in Lemma 3.1 is essentially the 
equivalence of two-graphs and double coverings (see [S]). We require a prelimi- 
nary lemma in order to prove the converse. Mallows and Sloane [6] showed that 
two-graphs and Eulerian graphs are equinumerous. For graphs of odd order, a 
stronger result holds: 
Lemma 3.2. [9] Two Eulerian 
they are switching equivalent. 
graphs of odd order are isomorphic if and only if 
This result is instrumental in proving 
Lemma 3.3. Graph isomorphism is polynomial time reducible to deciding switching 
equivalence of graphs. 
Proof. Given an arbitrary graph G, we will construct a graph EUL(G) satisfying 
(1) EUL(G) can be constructed in time polynomial in the size of G. 
(2) EUL(G) uniquely represents G (that is, given EUL(G) we can recover G 
uniquely up to isomorphism). 
(3) EUL( G) is Eulerian. 
(4) EUL(G) has an odd number of vertices. 
once such a construction EUL has been given, Lemma 3.2 guarantee- t\at for 
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arbitrary graphs G and H, EUL(G) and EUL(H) are switching equivalent if and 
only if G and H are isomorphic. Hence in order to prove our result, we need only 
describe a construction EUL with ihe four desired properties. 
Given a graph 0, we first construct a graph R(G) having minimum degree 2 
and an odd number of vertices. R(G) must be polynomial in the size of G and 
must uniquely represent G; it can be constructed using any one of the many 
standard techniques [ 11. Now let R(G) have q:ertex set {ill, . . . u,} and edge set E. 
We then construct EUL(G) from R(G). EUL(G) has vertex set {x1,. . x,}U 
(Y t,. . . y,)}U{z, 1 l~isn, deg(y) is even in R(G)}U{r, s, t, w}. The edges of 
EUL(G) are as follows: 
(1) For each (Q, us) E E, (xi, xi) and (yi, yj) are edges. 
(2) For 16 i G n, (r, xr) and (s, yi) are edges. 
(3) For 1 s i G R, if deg(q) is even in R(G), then (Xi, Zi) and (Y,, Zi) are edges. 
(4) (r, 1). (k u), and (u, s) are edges. 
It is clear that EUL( G) can be constructed in time polynomial in the size of R(G), 
hence polynomial in the size of G. In order to show that EUL(G) uniquely 
represents G, we proceed as follows. Delete all vertices of degrL-e 2 in EUL(G) 
and consider only one of the two resulting connected componeozs. Delete a vertex 
which is adjacent to all other vertices (without loss of generality, this is “r”). The 
remaining graph is R(G). Since EUL( G) uniquely represents _I? (G), it also 
uniquely represents G. 
We must next show that EUL(G) is Eulerian. Since it is connected, we need 
only show that every vertex has even degree. All {Zi), f, and w have even degree 2. 
Further, r and s have degree one more than the number of vertices in R(G); 
nence they have even degree. Finally, each Xi is connected to r and possibly to 
zi-in either case, it can easily be verified that its degree is even. Hence EUL(G) 
is Eulerian. 
EUL(G) has an odd number of vertices, as follows. Suppose R(G) has ~72 
vertices of even degree. Since R(G) has an odd number of vertices and the 
number of vertices of odd degree is always even, m is odd. But EUL(G) has 
2n +I+ m vertices, an odd number. 0 
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 jointly imply that 
‘WO~~IIB 3.4. Decidkg switching equivalence of graphs is polynomial time equi- 
valent to the graph isomorphism problem. 
This can be restated in terms of two graphs: deciding isomorphism of two- 
graphs is polynomial time equivalent o the graph isomorphism problem. 
3. concl lsions 
The implications of this result are numerous. It implies that an efficient analysis 
technique for distinguishing two-graphs will likely be hard to find, if one exists at 
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all. In particular, it would give efficient algoritt-.ms to solve many isomorphism 
problems [l]. In addition, it is an interesting supplement o the class of problems 
which are polynomial time equivalent o graph isomorphism. Most known prob- 
lems in this class are straightforward restrictions or generalizations of graph 
isomorphism; switching equivalence is not obviously such a problem. 
A further implication is to isomorphism testing of combinatorial configurations. 
The search for efficient isomorphism tests for combinatorial configurations has 
occupied much attention recently. Many problems have been shown to be 
polynomial time equivalent to graph isomorphism, notably block design 
isomorphism [3], and 4-class association scheme isomorphism [S]. In some cases, 
subexponential isomorphism tests have been found, notably deciding isomorphism 
of Latin squares [7], STS [7], l-factorizations of connected graphs 121, Room 
squares [2], and Howell designs [2]. Despite these many results, one of the 
primary open questions involving graph isomorphism remains: is strongly regular 
graph isomorphism as hard as graph isomorphism? This investigation into two- 
graphs may provide a stepping stone for a similar investigation of regular 
two-graphs, and thereby an investigation of strongly regular graph isomorphism. 
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